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ABSTRACT

The high-spin states of the nucleus ls2cd have been populated via the ls2sm (cr, 4n)
152Gd fusion-evaporation reaction at abeam energy of 45MeV. The emitted y rays

were observed with the AFRODITE spectrometer afiay. The previously known decay

scheme of 1s2cd was extended. Directional Correlation from Oriented states of nuclei

(DCO) and linear polarization measurements were performed in order to assign spins

and parities in the 1s2cd decay scheme. An alternative interpretation of the first

excited Kn: 0* band, previously considered to be a B-vibration is discussed.
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My role in this project was to analyze the rs2cd data and to assign spin and parity to the energy

levels in the deduced decay scheme. For this purpose, the multipolarity of the new y-ray

transitions had to be assigned. The techniques used will be the Directional Correlations of
gamma rays from Oriented states of nuclei (DCO) and linear polarization of gamma rays. Our (o,

4n) data allowed us to extend the previously known decay scheme of ls2cd.

The techniques used to assign spin and parity in the 't2cd decay scheme will be discussed later

in Chapter 2. The heavy-ion fusion reactions used to populate ls2cd will also be discussed in

Chapter 2. Relevant nuclear theory including ways in which gamma rays interact with the

crystals of detectors and the correlations of gamma transitions will be discussed in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 gives brief description of the AFRODITE germanium array and the electronics, and

details of the experiment. The data analysis and results obtained will be discussed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 covers the spin and parity discussions for various bands in the 's'Gd decay scheme and

their interpretations. The interpretation of bands section in Chapter 5 also covers the comparison

of ls2cd and the isotone lsaDy.The 
conclusions reached and future experiments will be

summarized in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2 NUCLEAR THEORY

This thesis describes how spin and parity are assigned to excited states in atomic nuclei. Before

the experimental techniques used to make these assignments are described, a brief summary will

be given on the theory of collective excited states in nuclei. The different ways in which gamma

photons can interact with matter will also be described. These are important because unless the y-

rays emitted from the nucleus can be measured in some sort of detector, it would not be possible

to study nuclear structure. Heavy-ion fusion-evaporation reactions, and the techniques used

(angular distribution, angular correlation, DCO and linear polarization) are also discussed in this

chapter.

2.1 Nuclear shapes

Nuclei near closed shells are spherical. Outside closed shells they can deform and give surfaces

that are usually given by an expansion in spherical harmonics {, , given by:

R(0,q) = Ro[1 +1a,.Y,,(0,rp)] (2.r),

where m ranges from - I to+I. Y,,(O,e)are the spherical harmonics, and Ro is the radius of a

sphere which would have the same volume as the nucleus. By writing aro=Bcosy and

dzz = dz-2 = psinT the nuclear shape can be specified in terms of p and7. When R(0,g) = po

the nucleus has a spherical shape, B>0and /=0o gives an axially symmetric prolate nucleus

(like a rugby ball) and B<}and T=60 gives an axially symmetric oblate nucleus (like a

pancake bun). The prolate or oblate shape refers to the orbital shape of a specific intrinsic

configuration, which can be understood in terms of Nilsson diagrams. Most nuclei away from

closed shells have permanent prolate quadrupole deformation. This means that the only spherical

6



2.2.1 Rotational bands

When a deformed nucleus in a particular intrinsic state rotates about an axis that is perpendicular

to the symmetry axis, it generates discrete states of angular momentum of monotonically

increasing energy and spin, and that are called rotational bands. There are different types of
rotational bands, namely ground-state band of an even-even nucleus, strongly coupled band, and

decoupled band. The ground state of an even-even nucleus (even-L, even-N) is always a 0* state,

and the rotational states in this case are restricted to even values of1. The ground state level is

characterizedbyl'=0* because all the nucleons are coupled in spin-zero pairs, and summing

all these pairs gives a total angular momentum of zero. The excited states in the rotational band

are In: 2*,4*,6*, .... The excited states can be defined in terms of the nuclear wave function,

given by:

(2.3),

Where D is the rotational wave function and 1 is the intrinsic wave function. In the case

ofK = 0, Y,, vanishes for odd 1 .

2.3 Heavy ion fusion evaporation reaction

Heavy ion fusion evaporation reactions are the best tool for the transfer of large amounts of
angular momentum to the target nucleus. This reaction occurs when a projectile beam carrying

an orbital angular momentum of L = i x p is incident on a target nucleus, fusing with the target

nucleus creating a compound nucleus that is highly excited with very high angular momentum.

This excited nucleus then decays to its ground state via several processes; it could emit alpha

particles, protons or neutrons, as shown in Fig. 2.2. These reactions produce nuclei with spins

aligned in a plane perpendicular to the beam direction (oriented states).

Yru =(#\, "-tx 
*Gr),-r D,,-rr*]
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The probability of emitting any of these depends on how deficient it is in any of these. When

there is insufficient energy to emit charged particles or neutrons, the nucleus will lose angular

momentum by emitting gamma rays all the way down to the ground state. The yrast states are

states of lowest energy for a given total spin. After neutron evaporation is no longer possible,

gamma rays are emitted and the de-excitation path closely tracks the yrast line, as shown in Fig.

2.3.
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Figure 2.2: Formation of a compound nucleus in a heovy-ionfusion evaporation reaction.
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2.4 Interaction of gamma rays with matter

Gamma rays interact with the detector crystal in three primary processes: The photoelectric

effect, Compton scattering and pair production, see Fig. 2.4. These three processes are important

because when gamma rays interact with the detector crystal they deposit some energy to the

crystal. Below follows a brief description of each of these processes.
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2.4.1 Photoelectric Effect

The photoelectric effect occurs when the photon is totally absorbed by an atom. The photon

energy minus the amount needed to free the electron is converted into the electron's kinetic

energy;

(2.4)

Here B" is the binding energy of the electron. The atom that has lost an electron may then de-

excite by releasing other less tightly bound electrons. The most tightly bound electrons

contribute more to photoelectric absorption (for E, u B *, B" is the binding energy of the K-shell

electron). There is therefore a strong dependence on energy and atomic number Z. The

photoelectric cross section is related to the atomic number and the y-ray energy as follows:

Tr=Er-8,

t2



Z'
Ei (2.s)

Typical values for (n,m) are (3, 5). This process is dominant at photon energies less than

200keV. Fig.2.5 shows the photoelectric effect cross-section dependence on the incident photon

energy for Pb.
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Figure 2.5: The photoelectric ffict cross-section as a function of the incident photon energt for
Pb [Kro88J.
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2.4.2 Compton scattering

Incoming gamma radiation can also undergo scattering in the detector crystal. Compton

scattering plays an important role in the quality of the spectra produced. In Compton scattering a

photon scatters from a nearly free atomic electron, resulting in a photon that is less energetic and

a scattered electron carrying the energy lost by the photon. Energy conservation gives for the

kinetic energy of the electron:

T=Er-Er'=E-moc' (2.6),

where E is the total energy of the recoil electron including its rest mass energy moc2, and E,

and Er' are the energies of the incident photon and scattered photon, respectively. From the

conservation of momentum and energy, the energy of the scattered photon is given by:

ltl
E Er ffioc

(l -cosd) (2.7)

The probability for Compton scattering at an angle 0 can be determined through quantum

mechanical calculations, and the result is the Klein-Nishina formula for the differential cross

section per electron. Compton scattering is sensitive to polarization: vertically polarized photons

would be preferentially scattered in the horizontal plane. The Klein-Nishina formalism is also

used to obtain the dependence of linear polarization on the Compton scattering. Fig.2.6 shows

that the Compton scattering cross-section is axially symmetric about the direction of incident

photon with high energetic photons scattering in forward direction and low energy y-rays scatter

isotropically.

lo 
=r:dou )(?.

Er

E/ + zsin' ; co"' o)

t4

(2.8)



where r, is the classical electron radius equal to I-, m, isthe electron mass, cthe speed of
ffioc

light, ( the Compton-scattering angle with respect to the direction of an incident gamma ray,

and Q is the angle between its electric field and the Compton - scattering plane.

I'tO' l:lo. 120' llo. l0o. go. EO. 70. 50. ao.
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Figure 2.6: The Compton cross-section for various incident ,E
energtes d= " os

ffioc'

using the Klein-Nishina formalism and the Compton formula. The polar plot shows the intensity

of the scattered radiation as a function of the scattering angle 0 between the incident and

scattered direction [Kra\8J.
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2.4.3 Pair production

Pair production occurs when ay-ray annihilates and results in the formation of a positron and an

electron, and the y-ray disappears in this process. The energy balance is given by:

E, =T* + T-
2mc 2+ +mc (2.e),

where T* and T- are the energies of the positron and the electron respectively. The two particles

have the individual rest mass energy of 5l lkeV, and so pair production is not possible for y-rays

below l022keY. Any excess energy is converted to the kinetic energy of the two created

particles. The positron travels through the detector using its kinetic energy. Eventually when it

slows down, it encounters an electron and the two annihilate each other, producing two 5l l keV

Y-rays moving in opposite directions. This always occurs near an atomic nucleus. Pair production

starts to compete with photoelectric effect for y-rays in the MeV range see Fig. 2.7. From Fig.

2.7 it can be seen that, for example, for germanium (Z: 32) the photoelectric effect is dominant

up to 200keV, while Compton scattering is dominant between 200keV and lMeV. Pair

production plays an important role for gamma ray energies above E, ,l.5MeV .

16
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2.5 Correlations of gamma transitions

The multipolarity of y-transitions and the relative spin and parities of the levels are usually

determined by the measurement of angular distributions, angular correlations (DCO) and

polarizations of y-rays in heavy ion fusion evaporation reactions.
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2.5.1 Angular distribution

The angular distributions W(0) of y-rays, is a measurement of the intensity of gamma transitions

as a function of the angle 0 with respect to the beam direction. In order to have an angular

distribution, oriented nuclear states are required. Oriented means that the population of the m

substates depends only on the magnitude of m, and not on its sign. To give a non-isotropicy-ray

angular distribution, relative population parameters P(m) of the angular momentum substates

have to be unequal, thus P(m) * P(m'), where z is the magnetic quantum number given

bym=-1,........+1. P(m) denotes the fraction of nuclei that occupy this state. The angular

distribution of gamma rays emitted from such states has the form:

W @) =ZooPo(cos d) = aoPo (cos 0) + arPr(cos d) + aopo (cos 0) + .... (2.10),
k

where ok are coefficients of the corresponding Legendre PolynomialsPo(cosd) that depend

upon the spins of the initial and final states from which the y-ray transition originates and upon

the multipolarity of the y-ray transition. The quantity ft takes even integer values only for

conservation of parity, thus k : 0,2, ...2I.

In heavy- ion fusion reactions, a Gaussian distribution of substates is formed with the population

parameters P(m) given by:

P(m) = (2.11)

I "E

-^2,Je

-m'2

m'-l

l8



Here o represents the width of the substate distribution. The angular distribution of y-rays and the

parameters accompanying the relation given in Equation 2.9 are well defined as explained in

IMo174].

2.5.2 Angular correlations

Angular correlation measurements involve the determination of the coincident intensities of two

gamma rays in cascade detected at angles 0r and 02. Consider a situation where two gamma rays

are in cascade from an initial state 1, to a final state lrviaan intermediate state, 1as shown in

the Fig. 2.8 below.

I

4,4

If

Figure 2.8: Shows two successive gommo rqys in cascade. The indices)",)"r' and ), are

multipole orders limited by spins and the multipolarities of gammo rqy transitions. ), , and )r,

usually diff", by I Qike Ml-82), [Mor74J.
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2.5.3 Directional correlations of gamma rays from oriented states (DCO)

The definition of DCO follows from two angular correlation functions, W(01,02,0)

andW(0r,0r,0). DCO measurements determine), , then ), is used to determine { if I, is

known, see Fig.2.8. Therefore, the DCO ratio is defined as the ratio of two angular correlation

functions:

R _w(eve2,0) (2.13)tro - w(02,01,0)

Where ltr(q,02,0) is the angular correlation of h detected at 0r in coincidence with

yrdetected at 02, and W(02,01,0) is the angular correlation of T,detected at 0z in coincidence

with yrdetected at 01. Fig.2.10 depicts such correlation detection. The experimental Rp6s is

glven as:

I /t Gated
02

(2.14)
IY;'(GatedYfi)

Where l[;(Gated[,') is the intensity of Ttdetected at 01 gated on yrdetected at 02 and

Irt,'(Gatedrr') is the intensity of T,detected at 02 gated on yrdetected at 0r. In the case of the

AFRODITE array spectrometer the angles 01 and 02are l35o or 45o and 90'. The angles 135o

and 45o are treated as one angle because of symmetry. For the AFRODITE the angle / is

approximately 15" on average.

)
f2
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Figure 2.10: Shows setupfor the coruelation measurements of gamma rays.

2.5.4 Linear polarization measurements of gamma rays

Linear polarization measurements allow the magnetic (M) or electric (E) nature of gamma rays

to be determined. Linear polarization measurements depend on Compton scattering of gamma

rays, because the intensity of the scattered radiation depends on the direction of the electric field

vector E, as shown in Fig 2.1 l.
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When y-rays are linearly polarized, the angular distribution function of scattered y-rays does not

only depend on their outgoing direction 0 with respect to the beam axis, but also on their electric

field direction with respect to the reaction plane defined by an outgoing y-ray and the beam axis,

see Fig. 2.11. Since the linear polarization of y-rays emitted from oriented states of nuclei has a

close relation to their angular distribution, the linear polarization of these y-rays in terms of their

angular distribution functions is given by [Lee02]:

P(0) _w@,(=0o)-w(0,(=90o)
W(0,( = 0o)+ W@,( = 90o)

Linear polarization of y-rays is defined as the difference between the angular distribution

function when their electric field is in or parallel to the reaction planeW (0 , ( = 0o) , and when it

is perpendicular to the reaction planeW(O,( =90o), see Fig.2.l1. Here 0 is the angle of the

outgoing y-rays with respect to the beam axis. Clover detectors can be used to perform linear

polarization measurements. This detector can be used as both a scatterer to scatter incident y-rays

and an analyzer or a counter to detect y-rays. This will help in measuring the number of y-rays

scattered perpendicular ( N_,- ) and parallel ( N,, ) to the scattering plane. The difference between

N_, and N,, with respect to the beam direction divided by their sum defines the polarization

anisotropy as:

(2.1s)

(2.t6)
aN, - N,

'l _ L tl

' aNr+N,,

The normalization constant acanbe found by taking the ratio of N, to N,, for unpolarizedy-

rays emitted from a standard calibration source and it also corrects for any instrumental effect

between horizontal and vertical planes. The relation between P(0) and 1,, is given by:

A, =QoP(0)

23
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Here Qo is the polarization sensitivity. In general, the polarization anisotropy has positive sign

for stretched electric transitions and negative sign for stretched magnetic transitions, and the

opposite for unstretched transitions. The Table 2.1 below shows the sign of linear polarization of

y-rays for different radiation types.

Table 2.1: Expected signs ofar, aoand P(0)for dffirent radiation types. The values of a,

andaocofficients depend on the mixing ratio and the degree of alignment.

Radiation type a2 a4 P(0)

Stretched Ml 0

Unstretched Ml + 0 +

Stretched El 0 +

Unstretched El + 0

Stretched M2 +

Stretched E2 + +
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

3.1 AFRODITE array

When heavy ion fusion reactions are performed at iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator Based

Sciences (LABS), gamma rays emitted from excited nuclei are detected by the AFRODITET

spectrometer array, see Fig. 3.1. It consists of two sets of high purity germanium (HPGe)

detectors, namely, Clovers and Low Energy Photon Spectrometers (LEPS). Clover and LEPS

detectors are situated at angles of 90o,45o and l35o to the beam direction. The AFRODITE array

design was based on the EXOGAM anay; it has a rhombicuboctahedron shape with l8 square

and 8 triangular facets, like that shown in Fig. 3.2.The two square facets situated at 0o and l80o

accommodate the beam pipe. AFRODITE can hold a maximum of 16 detectors. All these

detectors are maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature in their own cryostat. An automatic

filling system fills the nitrogen dewars every 12 hours (current setup).

The AFRODITE array can also be used with ancillary detectors, such as the recoil detector, solar

cells and DIAMANT. Both the latter are used to detect charged particles. The recoil detector

uses the time taken for the reaction products to travel from the target to a carbon foil to

discriminate between y-rays emitted by the hot lighter fission products or from the heavier,

slower residual nucleus. The recoil detector is run in coincidence with the AFRODITE. When

AFRODITE is configured with 8 BGO-suppressed clovers in add-back mode and 7 LEPS, the

total photopeak efficiency at lOOkeV is about ll%. However, at l.3MeV it is only l.Syo,

[RouO1]. This compares with 8% for Gammasphere, [Lie95].

' ,lfnOOrcg is an acronym derivedfrom AFRican Omnipurpose Detectorfor Innovative
Techniques and Experiments.
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Figure 3.1: AFRODITE arroy set up.

Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the EXOGAM atqy, the design on which AFRODITE is

based.
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Figure 3.3: A clover detector with the fourJeaf HPGe crystals [Jon95J

,,8'

Figure 3.4: A clover detector and its escope suppression shield [Duc99J
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3.2 (Bco)Background Compton suppression

The BGO Compton suppression shields are used to reduce the Compton background. Gamma-

rays can either be fully absorbed by the detector or Compton scattered out of the detector. A y-

ray which escapes the Ge detector after Compton scattering will contribute to the unwanted

background in the energy spectra. This happens to about 80% of the total events. By surrounding

the Ge detector with a shield of highly efficient scintillation detectors (BGO) escaping gamma

rays can be detected in order to reject the corresponding Ge detector signal. The BGO Compton

suppression shield is run in anticoincidence with the Clovers. This means that if ay ray interacts

with both detector and shield, then the event will not be recorded. A figure of the BGO shield is

shown in Fig. 3.4.

3.3 The Experiment

This experiment had already been performed when I started this project, and employed the

AFRODITE anay at iThemba LABS. A target of ls2sm with a thickness of 5mg/cm2 was

bombarded with alpha beam energy of 45MeV. Excited states of ls2cd *ere populated through

the rs2Sm 
14He, 4n; rs2cd fusion-evaporation reaction. The Separated-Sector Cyclotron (SSC)

supplied the 
4He beam. The experiment was run over one weekend.

8 Clover detectors and 6 LEPS detectors of the AFRODITE affay were used to detect the

deexcitation y-rays. These detectors were placed at angles of 135'and 90o to the beam direction.

The trigger condition was such that at least two Clover detectors fired at the same time in order

to accept the event. The MIDAS software DAQ package was used to record the data obtained in

event-event mode. Standard rs2Eu and '33Ba y-ray sources were used to calibrate all these

detectors. A total of 5x108 coincident events were collected.
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CHAPTER 4 DATAANALYSIS AND RESUI,TS

In order to build the level scheme of ls2cd and assign spin and parity, several different two-

dimensional data structures had to be constructed. These comprised the symmetric matrix for the

level scheme, one asymmetric matrix for DCO measurements, and two asymmetric matrices for

linear polarization measurements. The symmetric matrix and the level scheme had already been

constructed by my co-supervisor by the time I started this project. My own role was to correct

the gain drift of the Clover detectors, construct gamma-gamma asymmetric matrices for the

measurements of DCO and linear polarization using the MIDAS sorting program, and then

assign spin and parity in the 's'Gd decay scheme. Levels and y-ray transitions, established thus

far from our data are shown in Fig. 4.1 with spin and parity assigned.
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4.1 Energy calibration and gain matching

The energy calibration had been performed before I started this project. First of all source spectra

for all AFRODITE detectors elements were acquired in singles mode using ls2Eu and l33Ba

sources. Then the program SFIT was used to find peak positions in each of the detector elements.

After this, a quadratic expression E = oo + o$ + orx' was used to fit the energy of the peaks as a

function of channel number. The quadratic energy calibration equation E = oo + ofi + orx' ,

where x denoteschannel numberwasmappedontoalinearenergyequation E=0.5x' with x'

channels as shown in Fig. 4.2.Mapping the two energy calibration equations yields:

0.5x'= ao + afi + arx'

x'= 2ao + 2ar + 2arx2
(4.1)

The energy and efficiency calibrations were performed using ls2Eu and l33Ba sources.
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Figure 4.2: The mapping of the quadratic equation to the linear equation, [Mal06J

4.2 Efficiency calibration

When a gamma ray strikes a detector, it first undergoes interaction in the detector before

detection takes place. Because of the distances between interactions, detectors are less than 100

percent efficient. Therefore it is important to have a precise figure for the detector efficiency in

order to relate the number of pulses counted to the number of gamma rays incident on the

detector. There are different types of efficiency defined for gamma-ray detectors, such as

absolute efficiency, intrinsic efficiency, relative efficiency and photo peak or full-energy peak

efficiency.
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The absolute efficiency of a detector is defined as the ratio of the number of y-rays detected by a

detector to the number of y-rays emitted from the source. Relative efficiency is the efficiency of
one detector relative to another. Usually the relative efficiency of detectors is compared to that of
a 3-in.-diameter by 3-in.-long Nal (Tl) detector at a distance of 25cm from the source. Intrinsic

efficiency is the ratio of the number of y-rays detected by the detector to the number of y-rays

that strikes it. Photopeak efficiency is the efficiency of detecting the full-energy of the y-rays,

that is peak events only. I used Radware to determine the relative efficiency curves for Clovers

at 90o and 135'. The relative efficiency curves obtained using l33Ba and ls2Eu 
sources are shown

in Fig.4.3. One curve for 90o Clovers and one for Clovers at 135o.

m 600 .1000 14(n

Energy (KeV)

Figure 4.3: The fficiency curve for the 90o and l35o clover detectors.
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R
I
I

35',90')
(4.2),

(4.3),

DCO
900,1350

where the numerator 1(135',90") is the intensity of yr detected at l35o Clover detectors in

coincidence with y2 detected at 90o Clover detectors, and the denominator 1(90',135') is the

intensity of y1 detected at 90o Clover detectors in coincidence with y2 detected at l35o Clover

detectors. The uncertainties in the measured Rp66 were calculated as follows:

( ar(t:s',90.) )
[ 1G3r,rD .]

( ugo',tr.5') )'-l
[ I(ro,J3fl ] j

2

AR Ro.otro +

where A1(135',90') and af(90',135o) are the uncertainties in the numerator and denominator

measured using equation 4.3 above.
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Figure 4.4: The totol projection spectrum of the matrix constructedfor the measurements of
Rpgs projected onto 135". This matrix clearly shows the ground stote band of the tsz64 decay

scheme.

The index Z is defined for electromagnetic radiation, so that 2z is called the multipole order.

This will give L = I for dipole, L = 2 for quadrupole, and so on. The R,rr.r, ratio depends on the

multipolarity of the gating transition, the multipolarity of the transition in question and the

configuration of the detector anay.It also depends strongly on the mixing ratio ( d ), see Fig. 4.5,

and the alignment of nuclei. Fig. 4.5 shows that Roco strongly depend on the mixing ratio and

that one Rp66 ma) correspond to two differentd. In the ratio o/I, o is the width of the gaussian

peak and 1is the spin. The alignment parameter o I I inueases with decreasing spin, see Fig.

4.6. If the width of the gaussian (o) increases, the alignment decreases. Therefore one can expect

DCo ratios to be less reliable at the lowest spins. The mixing ratio is given by:

000025

s50

lESrn(4He,4n)152Gd

411

614

I

36s 583

3
653
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- (, ,llz]lr, )rr--
(r,lltlv,)

(4.4),

where ), and 2' are multipole orders as discussed in section 2.4.2, and I, and I , are the initial

and final spins of gamma transitions respectively. Stretched dipole transitions are expected to lie

at a ratio of -0.61 (gating onAl=2), while stretched quadrupole transitions (A1=2)have a

ratio of -1 (gating onAJ =2).
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Figure 4.5: A plot showing the R,*.,,values as afunction of the mixing ratio [Mal06J
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Figure 4.6: Alignment os a function of spin, I [Bar)8J.In this figure, o/j is the same as o/1.

The stretched dipole transitions have maximum intensity at 90o and their minimum at 180" with

respect to the beam direction. The stretched quadrupole transitions have maximum intensity at

180" and their minimum at 90o, with respect to the beam direction as shown inFig. 4.7 .
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intensity of stretched quadrupole transitions (520keV and 553keV) detected by Clovers at l35o is

almost equal to that measured at 90o. The same gate shows that the intensity of stretched dipole

transitions (515keV,11- -+ l0*) detected by Clovers at l35o is less than that measured at 90o.

I also obtained some of my DCO results by setting gates on A1 = I stretched dipole transitions.

An example of such a gate (set on the stretched A.I = I 654keV transition from 7- -+ 6* in Band

3) is shown in Fig.4.l0. Fig.4.ll summarizes the R^-,, of DCO analysis obtained by setting

gates on A1= I stretched dipole transitions. The average Roco setting gates on stretched dipole

transition was found to be 0.95 (9). The DCO ratio does not depend on the electric or magnetic

nature of a transition, therefore polarization measurements are needed for resolving spin and

parity ambiguities.
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Figure 4.8: This plot shows the R,rro obtained from the DCO analysis gated on lonwn

stretched quadrupole transitions. The dashed lines indicate the averoge Roco obtained for

quadrupole and dipole tronsitions.
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The other important factor that can cause this is the decay scheme of ls2cd that is complicated by

several strong doublets and multiplets. Furthermore, there are bands in the neighbouring nuclei,

especially the complex decay scheme of ls3cd, that have y-rays very close in energy to those in

bands in ls2cd. This can cause some spin ambiguities in some of the transitions.
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Figure 4.9: Gated spectrafrom the DCO matrix. The two spectra show the projections onto 90"

and 135' axes respectively, when a gate is set on the 554keV transition (10* + 8* , stretched

E2). In the case of the peak at 5151{eV the higher cutve corresponds to Clovers at 90", and the

lower curve to Clovers at 135".
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Figure 4.11: The R,r.o obtainedfrom the DCO analysis by setting gotes on known stretched El

transitions.

4.5 Linear polarization analysis and results

The linear polarization anisotropies of y-rays were deduced using only Clover detectors situated

at 90o as suggested by [Twi73]. The experimental linear polarization anisotropy A, of gamma

transitions using the AFRODITE Clovers was measured as:

AP
Nn-N,

(4.s),
Nr+N,

a Dipole

i

II-r
rrt
i
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where N, is the number of y-rays that scattered perpendicular to the beam direction, and N, is

the number of y-rays that scattered parallel to the beam direction as indicated in Fig. 4.12. The

uncertainty in the .4,, measured was calculated by using the equation:

2A/l
(lr, * N r)'

(N non)' + (N ro ,)' (4.6),

where o, and oH are the uncertainties in the number of y-rays scattered vertically at 90o and

horizontally at 90" clover detectors respectively.

Figure 4.12: The horizontal and vertical scattering of gamma rays in a Clover detector
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In the case where there is little or no mixing, the polarization anisotropy is known to have

positive sign for stretched electric transitions and negative sign for stretched magnetic

transitions. It is just the opposite for unstretched transitions. For mixed, N =1, MllBz

transitions the linear polarization P(9) also depends on the mixing ratio. A single P(0) value

may correspond to more than one value of6, [Twi73]. Fig.4.l3 shows the linearpolarization

P(0) values as a function of the mixing ratio. When d is zero, it means that there is no mixing

and that corresponds to pure Ml transition. Pure E2 corresponds tod=90o. The Figure 4.14

summarizes results obtained for the linear polarization anisotropy measurements in the current

work.

l,nn,", = 12 (o/l=0.3)
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Figure 4.13: A plot of linear polarization P(0)as afunction of the mixing ratiofor mixed Ml/E2

transitions. The doted line indicates the plotfor LI=0transitions, and the solid line indicates

the plot for A1 = I transitions, [Bar)\J.
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Figure 4.14: The polarization anisotropy results obtained.

With the present matrices the value of the polarization anisotropy does not depend on the

multipolarity of the gating transition. Both known stretched El and E2 transitions were therefore

used as gating transitions. We observed that the difference between the vertical coincidence

spectrum and the horizontal coincidence spectrum show that the electric transitions have positive

counts and the magnetic transitions have negative counts. Electric transitions have negative

counts and magnetic transitions have positive counts when the vertical coincidence spectrum is

subtracted from the horizontal coincidence spectrum. The polarization results combined with the

DCO results will allow spin and parity assignments of the energy levels in the nucleus '"Gd.
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Tables showing DCO, linear polarization anisotropy and multipolarity assigned for 1-ray

transitions in different bands of the 't2cd decay scheme follow below. Discussions for spin and

parity assignments follow in the next chapter.
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Table 4.1: Gamma-ray energies, Rp6s ratios (gated on N=2transitions), and polorization

anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in the 't'Gd dnroy scheme.

Band 1:

Er(kev) Ii -+ I; Ror,, AP Multipolarity

345 2* +0* 1.08(l) 0.0s(r ) E2

412 4* +2* l .05( 1) 0.06(l) E2

472 6* )4* 1.01(r) 0.06(l) E2

s20 8* -+ 6* I .03( I ) 0.06(1) E2

554 10* +8* r.07(l) 0.06(1) E2

584 l2* -+ l0* 0.e8(2) 0.0s(l) E2

616 14* -+12* 0.87(3) 0.06(2) E2

644 16* -+ 14* 0.e3(7) 0.1 r (4) E2

694 18* -+ 16* 0.8s(e) 0.04(4) E2
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Table 4.2: Gammo-rqy energies, Rpgeratios (gated on N=2transitions in the ground state

band), polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in the

ls2Gd decay scheme. The Rpg6for the l98kev, 259t@V and 362keV transitions was determined

by setting gates on stretched dipole ( LL =l) transitions.

Band 2:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

;b trrtultipolarity could not be determined.

) " DCO ratio obtained by gating on stretched dipole

Er(kev) Ii -+ I| R,rr,o AP Multipolarity

316 2* -+ 0* )u )u )
b

352 4* +2* l .13(4) 0.10(2) E2

386 6* -+ 4* 1.02(3) 0. r 0(3) E2

47t 8* -) 6* 1.28(3) 0.06(1) E2

554 l0* -> 
g* 1.04(2) 0.08(2) E2

272 0* -+ 2* )u )u )o

931 2* -+ 0* )u 0. l 5(6) E2

s87 2* -+2* )u )u )o

s27 4* -) 4* r.00(3) -0.03(3) E2

441 6* -) 6* 1 .1 2(s) -0.04(s) E2

r59 4* -+3- )u )u )o

198 6
+ -) 5 0.80(6) )" 0.06(7) EI

259 8* +7- 0.es(7) f 0.03(6) EI

36r l0* -+ 9- r.09(6) )' 0.01(2) EI
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Table 4.3: Gamma-ray energies, Rp66 ratios (gated on N=2transitions), and polarization

anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in the't'Gd drray scheme.

Band 3:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

Er(l@V) I 7 -) I fr
f Rrro AP

Multipolarity

345 5 J-+ )u )u )
b

4tl 7- -+ 5- )u )u )
b

452 9 7+ l.3l(rs) 0.17(4) E2

484 1l- -+ 9- o.e2(6) 0.03(2) E2

524 13- -+ 1l- 0.ee(s) 0.06(3) E2

601 15- -+ l3- 0.e0(4) 0.07(3) E2

672 I 7 I 5-+ l. r 0(6) o.0l(s) E2

726 19- -+17- )u )u )o

749 21- -+19- )u )" )
b

364 3- -+ 4* )u )u )
b

779 3- -+2* )" )u )
b

7t5 5- -+ 4t 0.78(4) 0.04(3) EI

6s4 7- +6* 0.7e(3) 0.02(2) EI

s85 9- -+ 8* )u 0.0s(3) E1

515 I l- + l0* 0.71(2) 0.04( r) EI

455 13- -+12* 0.62(s) 0.07(3) EI
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Table 4.4: Gamma-ray energies, Rpss ratios (gated on N =2transitions), and

polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in

thet52Gd decay scheme.

Band 4:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

Er(keV) I T _> I E

fi R,rr,r, AP Multipolarity

364 8 + 6- r.1 8(5) )u I
354 l0- -+ 8- 1. r 8(8) 0.0s(4) E2

457 12- -+10- 1 07(10) 0.08(4) E2

s53 14- -+12- 1.1 1(4) 0.0e(2) E2

629 16- -+14- 1. l 8(1 3) 0.03(s) E2

688 18- -+ I 6- 0.er(2e) )u I
7tr 20- -+ 18- )u )u )o

947 6- -+ 6* )u )u )o

791 8- +8* o.e8(3) -0.1e(s) E1

591 10- + 10* 1.03(s) -0. r l (s) E1

463 12- -->12* )
a

)u )o

5s9 1 0 + 9- )
a

)
a

)
b

6s8 8 -) 7 )u )u )
b
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Table 4.5: Gamma-rqy energies, Rpss rotios (gated on N =2transitions), and

polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in

the t52Gd decay scheme.

Band 5:

Ey(kev) ri --> rf Rrro At, Multipolarity

284 1 0 + 8- )u )u )o

3s2 12- -+10 0.ee(e) 0.0e(1) E2

468 I 4 1 2--+ 1.0e(14) 0.03(3) E2

s66 16- +14- l.0e(16) 0.27(4) E2

996 8 7--) 0.63(6) )' -0.0s7(4) MIIE2

827 10- -+ 9- o.s4(10) f -0.01(8) }/]IE2

t47 I 0 _> 9 0.e3(21) )u )o

192 12- +ll 0.9s94) -0.06(8) MIIE2

248 14- + 13 I 09(5 ) -0. r s(7) }'4IIEz

294 16- + 15 )u )u )
b

)" insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

)'DCO ratio obtained by gating on stretched dipole
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Table 4,6: Gamma-ray energies, Rp66 ratios (gated on N=2transitions), and

polorization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in

thels2Gd decay scheme.

Band 6:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity.

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

Er(keV) Ii +I r
.f

R,rr,o AP Multipolarity

308 -+ 9-11- )
a

)u T
4r2 I J l1-) )u )u )o

520 15- -) 13- )u )u )
b

607 17- -+ 15- )u )" )
b

1 6 1 1l- -+ 10- 1.1 6( 1 J ) )u )
5

221 13- +12- 0.e4(4) -0.02(14) }'{IIE2

272 15- + 14- r.26(16) )u f
313 17- -+ 16- )u )u )o

680 9 9-) )u )u I
1019 11- -+ 10* )u )u )

b

tt32 9- -+ 7- )u )u )
b

988 11- + 9- )u )" )
b

504 1l- +11 1.07(16) -0.1e(10) }'4TIE2

84s 13- -+12* 0.7e(t4) 0.07(e) EI
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Table 4.7: Gamma-ray energies, Rpgs rotios (gated on N =2transitions), ond

polarization anisotropy ( A,,) and the multipolarity ossigned to gamma transitions in

thels2Gd decay scheme.

Band 7:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

Er(keV) Ii -+II RD(:O AP
Multipolarity

45r 14* -+12* 1.1 0( I 2) 0.1 0(3) E2

496 16* -+ 14* 0.e6(13) 0.20(3) E2

551 18* + l6* )u 0.1 3(3) E2

640 20* -+ 18* )u )u )
b

558 12* -+10* r.27(6) 0.08(3) E2

817 14* -->12* )u o.o8(3) E2

697 16* -+14t )u )u r
605 18* +16* )u )u )o

s51 20* +18* )u )u )o
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Table 4.8: Gamma-ray energies, Roco ratios (gated on N=2transitions), and

polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gqmma transitions in

the ls2Gd decay scheme.

Band 9:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined.

Ey(kev) Ii +Ii Rrr,o AP Multipolarity

554 13- 11+ )
a

)u T
661 15- -+ 13- )

a
)u )o

76s 17- -+15 )u )u )o

9sl 8- +8* )u )u )o

734 11- -+ 10* )' )
a

)o

896 10- -+ 9- )u )
a

)o

704 13- -+12* )u 0.1e(s) )o

910 15- + 13 )u )u r
774 13- -+ 11 )u )u )

b
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Table 4.9: Gamma-roy energies, Re6e ratios (gated on N =2transitions), and

polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gammo transitions in

thel52Gd decay scheme.

Band 10:

)" insufficient statistics to measure garnma-ray intensity.

)b Multipolarity could not be determined

Er(keV) I r -) I f R,oo AP Multipolarity

443 4* -) 2* 1 23 (13) )u )o
448 6t -+ 4* )u )u )o
46s 8* -+ 6* r.239tt) 0.08(7) E2
766 2* -+2* )u )' )o
79s 4* -+ 4* 0.62(13) -0.0e(10) I.4I/82
77t 6* -+ 6* )u )u )o
I I I 0 2* -+ 0* )u )u )o
t207 4* -+ 2* )

a
)u )

D

1242 6* -+ 4* )
a

)u )
D

1234 8* -) 6* )u )
a

)
b
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Table 4.10: Gammo-roy energies, Rpss ratios (gated on N =2transitions), and

polarization anisotropy ( Ar) and the multipolarity assigned to gamma transitions in

thels2Gd decay scheme.

Band 11:

)u insufficient statistics to measure gamma-ray intensity

)b multipolarity could not be determined

Er(keV) Ii -+tl Ror,,, AP Multipolarity

428 5
+ -) ) +

1 11(1 6) 0.0s(e) E2

44r 7* --> 5* r.2e(r4) 0.11(e) E2

477 g* --> 7* )u 0.tz(e) )o

519 ll* +9* )u )u )o

53s I J + -+ I I +
)u )u )o

504 3* --> 2* )u )u )o

tt07 5* +4* )u )u )o

1091 3* -+ 2* )u )u )o

679 3* -+ 4* 0.7e(10) -0.02(11) MI/82

634 5* -) 6* 0.s5(11) -0.0e(s) }{{IIE2

1075 7* -+ 6* )u -0.02(s) )
b

1026 9* -) 8* )u )u )
b

996 1l* -+ 10* )u )u )
b

942 13* -+12* )" )u )'
D
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Spin and parity assignment

Band 1 through Band 7 were previously seen by [Cam07], in most cases to higher

spin than in present work. This is because [Cam07] used a heavier 363 bea- at

opposed to our oHe beam, and delivered more angular momentum to the system. In

the case of known y-ray transitions, my task was to check the multipolarity

assignment of y-rays. Three new bands (9, 10, and I l) were seen in this data. In

addition, several new linking transitions between these new bands and previously

known structures were seen. My task here was to assign spin and parity to new levels

where possible.

5.1.1 The ground state yrast band (Band 1)

The present data set only allowed spins 1S 18 to be observed. For all transitions in

Band l, Roco-l and Ap>O are consistent with stretched E2 character.

5.1.2 Band 2

Previous work [Cam07, Wan05, and Zol80] has established Band 2 as a positive

parity structure. [Wan05, Zol80] observed the bandhead to have a spin-parity of 0*

and an excitation energy of 6 I 5.4keV. The structure of this band is confirmed by the

level scheme constructed from our data set. Our data also reveal four (36lkeV,

259keV, l98keV and 159keV) new decays out of Band 2 to the negative parity Band

3, and one at 93lkeV connecting the2+ level of Band2to the 0* level of Band 1.
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The first of these new linking transitions is a 361keV y-ray connecting the 10* state of

Band 2 to the 9- state of Band 3. The DCO ratio (1.09(6)) gated on a dipole is

consistent with that expected of a A1 = 1 transition. Although the A,, value (+0.01(2))

does not strongly suggest either magnetic or electric character, the 361keV T-ray can

be assigned El character since it connects previously known states of opposite parity,

and must therefore have odd parity itself. The second linking transition (259keV,

8* -+ 7-), and third linking transition (198keV, 6* + 5-), are assigned El character

based on similar arguments, even though in the case of the l98keV transition the

DCO ratio (0.80(6)) is slightly lower than expected when gated on a dipole. Thirdly

the 159keV ( 4* -->3-) decay is also assigned El character even though it was too

weak to allow explicit measurement of the DCO ratio or polarization anisotropy. The

159keV transition is assigned El character because it connects two states of known

opposite parity, and whose spins differ by one unit. The fourth linking transition is a

93 l keV y-ray connecting the 2* state of Ban d 2 to the 0* state of the ground state yrast

band. The DCO ratio of this transition (93lkev) could not be determined.Its A,

value was found to be (+0.15(6), which is consistent with stretched E2 charactet.

Therefore we suggest an assignment of stretched E2 character to this transition.

5.1.3 Band 3

Band 3 had been established as a negative parity structure previously by [Cam07,

Wan05, and Zol80]. The present data set only allowed spins 1 <2I- to be observed'

A new transition (364kev) was observed decaying from the 3- level feeding the 4*

level in the ground state band. However, this gamma-ray is weak and there were not

enough statistics to determine the DCO ratio and polarization anisotropy. Hence the

multipolarity could not be determined experimentally. However, since the parities of

the 3- and 4* states were previously known, the transition is assigned El character.

For the in-band transitions in Band 3, Rrco-l and Ap>0 are consistent with stretched

E2 character for those measured. For the out of band transitions, Roco-0.73 and Ap>0

are consistent with stretched El character.
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5.1.4 Band 4

[Cam07] observed this band up to I : 40 and suggested that it has negative parity and

the band head at 2536.9keV has spin and parity of 8-. There is a disagreement about

the spin and parity of Band 4. Levels at 2537keY, 2890keV and 3346keV were

observed both by [Wan05 and Zol80] who tentatively assigned spins of (9*), (1 1*) and

(13). These levels are connectedby 354keV (10- -+8-) and 457keY (12- +10-)

in-band E2 transitions. Band 4 is connected to the ground state yrast positive band by

several transitions. Many were too weak to determine the DCO andAr. However,

the DCO and Ap values for two of the transitions support the assignment of

unstretched, N =0 El character. The two transitions are 591keV (10- -+10-) and

79lkeV (8- -+ 8.). This supports the spin and parity assignment of [Cam07] for this

band. Itisthuslikelythat,forexample,thelevel at2537keYhas I" =8- andnotg*

as assigned by [Wan05 and Zol80].

A new level ((6- )) below the 8- level has been observed. This new level decays to the

6* level of Band 1 via a new transition which is the 947keY transition. The DCO and

,4r, values for the 947keY could not be determined due to poor statistics. Another new

transition is the 364keV transition. It connects the new level with the 8- level. The

DCO ratio of the 364keV gamma-ray was measured to be 1.18(5) while gating on a

quadrupole transition. This suggests that it is of quadrupole in nature. However, there

were insufficient statistics to determine the polarization anisotropy of this gamma-ray.

We therefore suggest a spin of 6 with negative parity tentatively assigned to the new

level. For all in-band transitions in Band 4 where Rps6 and ,4" could be measured,

Roco-l and Ap>O are consistent with stretched E2 character.
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5.1.5 Bands 5 and 6

These two bands are signature partners, and are therefore treated together. These two

bands are typical of high-K structure joined by low energy Ml transitions' The spin

and parity of Band 5 was established by [Cam07] down to 10-, but the spin of the

level below 10- was uncertain. It was difficult to assign spin of the lowest level in

Band 5. The DCO ratio and polarization anisotropy for the 284keV (10- -+(8)-)

could not be determined. Some weaker decays from the lower levels are also observed

in this band. In particular, the 827keV and 996keV T-rays from the 10- and (8)- levels

respectively in Band 5. However, the DCO ratio and the polarization anisotropy for

the 996keV ((8-)-+7-) were found to be 0.63(6) and -0.057(4) respectively. Its

DCO ratio was obtained by setting a gate on a / + I -1 transition. This DCO ratio is

not consistent with that expected of a pure dipole transition. Fig. 4.13 does not allow a

firm conclusion. Fig.4.l3 is a plot of linear polarization P (0) as a function of the

mixing ratio for mixed Mll1}transitions. These measurements of DCO and A, make

it hard to reach a firm conclusion about the character of the 996keV transition.

However, calculations of DCO values as a function of 6 for I -+ I -l -+ I -2

transitions can help us to reach a conclusion about the character of this transition.

Such a calculation is shown in Fig. 5.1. The DCO ratio obtained for the 996KeV is

consistent with that of a mixed MllE2 transition and its mixing ratio lies where the

probability of an M1/E2 transition is -50% as shown in Fig' 5'1'

The polarization anisotropy of the 996KeV transition was deduced from the sum of

the 654KeV transition in Band 2 andthe 284KeV transition in Band 5 gates. This was

done because the intensities of this peak were somehow different from the different

projections of the matrix. The polarization sensitivity Q for the 996KeV was found to

be 0.17 using a graph of Q versus the energy of gamma rays [Jon95]. The relation

between the polarization sensitivity Q and the polarization anisotropy is that given by

equation 2.17.
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Figure 5.1: A plot showing calculated DCO values as afunction of the mixing ratioS

Therefore the spin of the level below the 10- Ievel in Band 5 is tentative. [Cam07] also

placed the 147keV (10- -+9-) tentatively in Band 5. The DCO ratio of the l47keV

was found to be 0.93(6) while gating on a A1= 1 transition. This suggests that it is of

A1= 1 character. lts A, value could not be determined. Signature partner bands in

this mass region are typically connected by M1/E2 transitions. Therefore the 147keV

transition is probably mixed }{l/E,z.

We observed several new transitions that connect Band 6 with other bands. One of the

transitions is the 845keV y-ray that connects the 13- level in Band 6 with the 12* level

of Band 1. Its DCO ratio (0.79(13)) gated on dipole is consistent with that expected of

a N =1 transition. lts A, value was found to be (0.07(9)). This suggests that the

845keV 1-ray is an electric transition. Therefore the 845keV transition is assigned El

character. We had insufficient statistics to determine the DCO ratio and polarization

values for the other new transitions (680kev and 1132keV). Fig. 5.2 shows a plot of

excitation energy as a function of spin for Bands 5 and 6. This plot suggests that these

two bands are probably signature partners and are strongly coupled since there is only

a small energy spliuing.
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Figure 5.2: The rigidrotor plot of Bands 5 and 6 usingE,* - E"r 7'0* I(I +l)

5.1.6 Band 7

The present data set did not allow us to observe any new levels or transitions in this

band. This band was previously established as a positive parity structure by [Cam07]'

For all transitions in Band 7 where Roco and .4, could be measured, Roco - 1 and Ap

> 0 are consistent with stretchedE2 character'

o Band 5

oBand 6
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5.1.7 Band 9

The energy levels obtained in this band are all new. The in-band transitions were too

weak to measure DCO ratio and polarization anisotropy. Band 9 decays to the ground

state band via the 704keV transition. The polarization anisotropy for the 704keV

transition was found to be 0.19(5). This suggests that it is probably a stretched

transition, but its DCO ratio could not be determined. Spin 14 in the level connecting

Band 9 to the ground state band via the 704keV transition will be an impossible

assignment as this will mean that the 704keV transition is an E3. Our data does not

allow us to determine spin and parity of this band.

5.1.8 Band 10

This band has only three (443keV, 448keV and 465keV) in-band transitions. For the

441keV transition, the DCo ratio was found to be 1.23(13) while gating on the

448keV transition. This suggests that the 443keV and 448keV transitions are likely of

the same multipolarity. However, the polarization anisotropy of this transition could

not be determined due to poor statistics. The second transition is the 465keV. Its

DCO ratio (1.23(11)) gated on the summed spectra (sum of 443keV and 448keV

gates). This suggests that these transitions are likely of the same multipolarity. Its

Anvalue +0.08(7) does not strongly suggest electric or magnetic character. Band 10 is

linked to the ground state band via several transitions. One of them is the 795keV

transition which decays to the 4* level in Band 1. Its DCO ratio (0.62(13)) gated on

the 448keV transition is consistent with that expected of a A1= 0 mixed transition. Its

polarization anisotropy was found to be -0.09(10), and it does not allow electric or

magnetic assignment. Further, the rigid rotor plot in Fig. 5.3 shows that Band 10 is a

rotational band. Therefore the three in-band transitions are likely to be of E2

character. The DCO ratio (0.62(13)) of the 795keV is consistent with that expected of

aN =0 mixed. Therefore 795keV is likely of Ml/E2 character. Therefore Band 10 is

likely a positive parity band and the level connected via the 795keV transition with

the 4* level in Band 1 probably has spin and parity of 4*'
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5.1.9 Band 11

Previous studies by [Cam07, Wan05 and Zol80] did not observe transitions in this

band. The rigid rotor plot shown in Fig. 5.3 suggests that Band 11 may be a rotational

structure of E2 transitions. Our data allowed us to measure DCO ratios and A,

values for the two (428keV and 441keV) transitions from the first two levels in this

band. The DCO ratio of the 428keV gated on the 44lkeV was found to be 1.11(16).

This suggests that the two transitions are likely of the same multipolarity. Its A,

value was found to be +0.05(9), which suggests electric transition. We therefore

suggest that the 428keY transition is of stretched E2 character. The DCO ratio

(1.29(14)) of the 441keV transition gated on the 477keY transition suggest that the

441keV and 477keV transitions are likely of the same multipolarity. lts Arvalue
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(+0.11(10)) suggests that it is electric in nature. Therefore, the 441keV transition is

assigned stretched E2. The other in-band transition is the 477keY. Its DCO ratio

could not be determined, but its A,,value was found to be +0.12(10). This suggests

that the 477keY transition is likely electric.

Band 11 is linked to energy levels in Band 2 via the 504keV transition which decays

to the 2* level. However, due to insufficient statistics the DCO ratio and polarization

anisotropy for this transition could not be measured. Several transitions link the

ground state band with this band. However, there were not sufficient statistics to

measure the DCO ratio and polarization anisotropy of some of these linking

transitions. One of the linking transitions is the 634keV transition which decays to the

6* level in Band 1. Its DCO ratio (0.55(ll)) gated on a quadrupole transition is

consistent with that expected of a A1 = I transition. Its A, valte was found to be -

0.09(5). Therefore the 634keV y-ray is assigned MllE2 character. The other linking

transition was the 679keY transition, which decays to the 4* level of Band 1. Its DCO

ratio (0.79(10)) gated on quadrupole transition is consistent with that of a A1=l

transition. Its A, value was found to be -0.02(11), and it does not confirm electric or

magnetic nature. The 679keV y-ray can also be assigned MllE2 character since the

lowest level has been assigned spin and parity of 3*. We also obtained the polarization

anisotropy for the l075keV transition linking to the ground state band through the 6*

level to be -0.03(5). The DCO ratio of the 1075keV could not be determined. We

therefore suggest that Band 11 is likely a positive parity band.

5.1.10 The states not assigned to bands (Unknown)

These states were included for completeness. The intensity of these states was very

low. DCO ratios and polarization anisotropies could not be measured. Therefore our

data did not allow us to assign any structure to these states since they do not exhibit

I(l +1) pattern.
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5.2 Interpretation of bands

Band I is the ground state band of the nucleus '52Gd. In the ground state the ndsrz

l4ll) 3D+ and uirrrz [660] l/2* orbitals correspond to the neutron and proton Fermi

levels respectively. Band I is yrast up to spin 16h. The ground state quadrupole

deformation of rs2cd (92 - 0.205) is predicted to be very similar to that of the isotone

"oDy (02 - 0.198) in calculations done by [Naz90]. Locally, in most isotonic chains

the quadrupole deformation B2 increases as the neutron number increases. For

example, the B2 values for other N : 88 isotones except for 'sosm (02 - 0.198) are

markedly different: 'tuE. (0, - 0.182), ts8y6 (92- 0.167), and 'uoHf (8, - 0.141). The

same situation was observed by [Bro02] in the N : 89 isotones ls3cd and lssDy.

Most deformed nuclei in the N : 90 range have bands based on the low-lying first

excited Kn : 0* state. This band has usually been interpreted as a B-vibrational band

[Bds63]. Band 2 is such a band in rs2cd and it becomes yrast at 18h. The assignment

of p-vibrational band to the lowest excited Kn : 0* state has been questioned by

previous studies done by [Chas79 and She80]. It was recently suggested by [Sha06]

that the Kn : 0* structure of Band 2 may not be a p-vibrational band. For example,

calculations of the inverse moment of inertia parameter (h2DS) done by [She80] for

the Kn : 0* (ground state and excited state) and the K': 0- bands suggested that the

excited Kn: 0* and K: 0- bands are structurally more related to each other than to the

ground state. Further, it was found out that the inverse moments of inertia for the

excited Kn : 0* and Kn : 0- bands were similar, and there was a considerable

difference from the value of the h2l23 for the ground state K' : 0* band. The

separation of energy levels in Band 2 is very similar to that of the opposite parity and

opposite signature octupole Band 3. This also suggests that they could be bands based

on a static octupole deformation [Sha06].

The structure of the Kn : 0- states has been studied by [She80] who suggested three

shape possibilities. In the first, [She80] suggested that the K':0- states with I': 1-, 3-

, 5-, ... arise from an octupole vibration built on the ground state. In the second one
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they superimposed a quadrupole deformation and a stable octupole deformation with a

potential barrier between one octupole minimum and its mirror image. This gave rise

to an alternating parity band, I':0*, l-,2*,3- ...The mirror shapes gave two sets of

levels, In : 0*, 2* , 4* ,.. ...and In : 1-, 3-, 5-, ...with odd spins moved upward in energy

compared to the even spins. The third possibility involved a coexistence of two shape

minima, one near spherical or prolate reflection symmetric and static octupole band.

They observed that the positive parity states in the octupole band mix with the ground

state band and be pushed up in energy. Band 3 has been reported to be built on an

octupole vibration by [Cam07, Wan05, and Zol80].

[Cam07] saw all negative parity structures up to band termination. Band termination

phenomenon occurs when the Coriolis term aligns the angular momenta of individual

single particles in a deformed rotating nucleus in the direction of the rotation axis.

This rotational alignment of the individual particles creates a density distribution that

is symmetric about the rotation axis. Band termination occurs when the density

distribution about the rotation axis becomes symmetric, with the angular momentum

being the sum of the contributions of aligned individual particles.

A similarity between l52cd and the isotone lsaDy is also seen in the negative panty

Bands 3 and 4. A plot of excitation energy minus the rotating liquid drop energy as a

function of spin (Fig. 5.3) done by [Cam07] shows that at low-spin states, Bands 3

and 4 in ls2cd show a change in curvature above l: 2}hcompared with the (-, 0)1 and

(-, 0)r bands in rsaDy. This observation indicates a similar band crossing. Band

crossing occurs when an excited band has a higher moment of inertia than the ground

state band. What happens is that the energies of levels in the excited band will

increase with increasing spin, and at high spin they can occur lower in energy than

levels of the same spin of the ground state band. The notation (-, 0)r denotes (n, u),

where n is the parity and o is the signature.
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Band 4 was initially established by [Wan05 and Zol80] and they assigned odd spins

with positive parity. As [Cam07] pointed out, Band 4 has an analogue in lsaDy which

is Band (-, 0)1. These bands show similar behaviour on the plot of excitation energy

minus the rotating liquid drop against spin. That is clearly seen in Fig. 5.4. Thus

[Cam07] assigned even spins and negative parity to Band 4. Our results are in

agreement with the spin and parity assigned by [Cam07].
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Bands 5 and 6 are likely the two signature partners of a strongly coupled band in the

nucleus ls2cd. Bands 5 and 6 show almost identical behavior to the signature pair (-,

0)3 and (-, l)+ in lsaDy in a plot of excitation energy minus the rotating liquid drop

energy as a function of spin. This can be seen in Fig. 5.4. Measurements of B (Ml)/B

(E2) branching ratios for bands 5 and 6 done by [Cam071 in rs2cd overlap within

uncertainties of the (-, 0): and (-, l)a bands in l5aDy. It was therefore concluded

[Cam07] that this corresponding bands in rs2cd and rs4Dy have the same

configuration, v [(i1372)' I (h,,72)-'] *d very similar deformations.

Band 7 becomes yrast at l8h. It was suggested by [Cam07] using Fig. 5.5 that Band 7

can be identified with the (+, 0)r, (+, 0)2, and (+, 0)3 structures in rsaDy. It was also

observed that the (+, 0)r band in tsaDy shows a rotational nature even in high spins,

but that was not observed for the corresponding structure in ls2cd after a spin of 28h.

The plot also showed that the portion I Z 28h of Band 7 is seen as a continuation of

Band l.
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The positive parity Bands 10 and ll have been suggested to be y-vibrational bands

based on the 2*level at 931keV by [Sha06]. A y vibration is a K:2 mode, and it is

easy to distinguish it from a B band as it starts with 2* and contains the odd angular

momenta as well. These bands were not observed in the previous studies done by

[Cam07, Wan02, and Zol80]. We therefore do not have enough information on the

behavior of Bands l0 and 11. Therefore future experiments should also be aimed at

studying their behavior. The behavior of the rotational bands, terminating structures,

negative-parity levels and positive-parity levels of the isotone tsaDy are well

explained in [Ma02].
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS

High spin states in ls2cd have been studied via the rs2sm 
14He, 4n; r52cd fusion

evaporation reaction at a beam energy of 45MeV using AFRODITE array. Our (o, 4n)

reaction successfully populated states well above the yrast line. We observed new

structures in 1s2cd, and extended the previously known decay scheme.

The ground state band behaves normally since it shows the AB crossing phenomena.

The negative parity bands all have a common bandcrossing demonstrated by a change

in curvature when the excitation energy minus the rotating liquid drop energy is

plotted against the spin. The nucleus 't2cd shows very similar behavior with its

isotone 'toDy, and this supports angular momentum induced shape change in ls2cd

from prolate collective rotation toward oblate non-collective via band termination

mechanism above spin 30h as reported by [Cam07].

New El decays from Band 2 to the octupole Band 3 have been observed. The DCO

and linear polarization techniques used allowed us to assign multipolarity to these

new El decays. The controversy that the low-lying first excited Kn : 0* state may not

be a B band brings interesting physics in the structure and the behavior of the low-

lying first excited Kn : 0* states in nuclei. We intend calculating the branching ratios

B(E') 
for the new El transitions in Band 2 so that we can reach a conclusion about

B(En

the K' : 0* state in Band 2. Several new linking transitions have been observed in

different bands. We had very poor statistics in the case of some gamma transitions and

this brought some difficulties in measuring DCO ratios and linear polarization

anisotropy of some new transitions. This also gave us problems in finding structures

of new states observed and bands. However we were able to assign spin and parity of

some levels in the weak Bands 10 and ll. We therefore conclude that the DCO and

linear polarization techniques used are a fruitful tool to be used in the spin and parity

measurements in states of deformed nuclei.
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We intend to extend our measurements of the nucleus ls2cd vialsosm (a,2n) l52cd

fusion-evaporation reaction. We have leamt that the (o, 4n) reaction used in the

present analysis is contaminated by strong T-rays from the (o, 3n) reaction to 1s3cd.

We hope to resolve some uncertainties arising with new levels proposed from the (o,

4n) data using the (u, 2n) reaction. We also intend to study a different nucleus "oS-,
via the 'o*Nd (a,2n) ts0sm reaction. Little is known about ("'S-). The nucleus tt0sm

has 88 neutrons and is known to have a fixed octupole deformation at higher spins,

and this will also help us to understand aspects of the rotational evolutions of l52cd.

Measurements on this nucleus will also help to balance recent measurements done by

[Kul08] where they observed coexisting (nearly) identical bands in ls2sm.
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